Your Trainer
This workshop will be under the tuition of the Magister of the Hermetic
Order of the Temple of Starlight®: Ina Cüsters-van Bergen is a Third
Degree Adept of Western Mystery Tradition, from the lineage of Dion
Fortune. Ina is the author of the book ‘The Temple of High Magic’, of the
Solo Magical Training, and of the Temple Training programmes of the
Order. Ina has build up an international name in designing and organizing
exclusive and intensive weekend workshops. Ina is a certified socio
therapist and has worked as a trainer and manager in psychiatric
healthcare organisations. In her trainings she combines archaic
alchemical and magical techniques with modern methods like hypnosis,
NLP, family constellations and systemic therapy.

Introduction to High
Magic
The Sacred Marriage between Heaven and
Earth

For whom is this workshop?
This workshop is of interest to both beginners and advanced students who
want to participate in Mystery Drama and/or Ceremonial Magic.

Price € 65,00
Times: From 11.00 to 5.00
The Hermetic Order of the Temple of Starlight
Waterwerk 80
3063 HB Rotterdam, The Netherlands
Tel 0031-610599875
Email info@templeofstarlight.eu
www.templeofstarlight.eu
We work in joint composition with:
The Atlantis Bookshop http://www.theatlantisbookshop.com/

49a Museumstreet
London WC1A 1LY

The Atlantis Bookshop organizes a workshop with:

Ina Cüsters-van Bergen

at November 27 2010 in London, United Kingdom,

Introduction to High Magic
The Sacred Marriage between Heaven and Earth
A stunning new angle on the ancient Mystery Wisdom … by Ina
Cüsters-van Bergen
On November 27th Ina will give a one-day intensive workshop on
High Magic in London. The event is organised by the Atlantis
Bookshop.
Prepare yourself for an intensive workshop, where stunning new
angles will give you a deeper understanding of the pattern of myths,
underlying the Western Mystery Tradition.
1. As Above, so Below. During this one-day workshop you
will develop a completely new view of the interconnectedness
of Heaven and Earth. You will learn how the ancient
priesthood worked with these principles in the Mystery
Temples of Antiquity. This connection forms the root of our
own spiritual tradition, and working with this connection will
increase the effectiveness of your own magical work
dramatically, doubling the effectiveness of your spiritual
exercises.
2. The ‘Tilting of the Earths Axis’ was a radical event in
Antiquity. It was the consequence of the growing
understanding of the connection between heaven and earth.
Radical decisions – made by the ancient priest-magicians of
antiquity – veil certain important ‘Higher Mysteries’. Ina will
lift a tip of this veil, granting you access to some of the oldest
Mystery texts.
3. You will learn how to transform causal forces
through the Astral Images, from the Starry Heavens to
forces working in the temple. You will practice these cosmic
forces and transform them into powerful magical

currents. In this way you will learn to lead a cascade of forces
to the altar, which cause strong phenomena of synchronicity.
4. You will lean to work with archaic nature
symbolism, and you will discover that it is a language that
leads you directly into the heart of the ancient western
spiritual training systems, used in antiquity to train priestmagicians. In this way, High Magic was practiced as a
spiritual training system in the ancient Mystery Temples.
5. The Hidden Light of the Purple Lotus. You will work
with these principles during the ritual ‘The Hidden Light of
the Purple Lotus’. You will experience how these archaic
images and principles open you up to a new dimension of
beauty. Rituals or mystery plays are the forerunners of
modern theatre. In a mystery play the story line builds up
towards a Mysterium or a miracle. Mystery plays are a
method of making a personal connection to the realm of
miracles in yourself. They open you up to important
transformations and their healing powers start to manifest in
your own life.
For whom is this workshop?
This workshop is of interest to both beginners and advanced
students who want to understand the Western Mystery
Tradition, and who want to learn about Mystery Drama
and/or learn about the practice of Ceremonial Magic.
Bring with you:
1. Writing material, a ritual robe and a personal candle,
2. You will be informed on further details in by our newsletter.
!!! Places are limited, so register right away to be assured of
participation.

